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function, for understanding the energetics of any mac-
A precise scanning calorimeter for studying the heat roscopic system is obvious. The functional dependence

capacity of liquids in a broad temperature range has been between the enthalpy and temperature, two fundamen-
developed. By its design and capabilities this calorimeter tal conjugate extensive and intensive variables, in-
is the first of a new generation for this type of instrument. cludes all thermodynamic information on the macro-
This new scanning calorimeter operates differentially, is scopic states of a system which are populated in the
equipped with a pair of gold capillary cells and semicon- temperature range under consideration. This is partic-
ductor sensors, and is able to scan up and down in tem- ularly true in the case of biological macromolecules. By
perature at user-selected rates. This instrument is com- analyzing the heat capacity of these molecules, e.g.,
pletely operated by an integrated computer which also the temperature dependence of their enthalpy function,
provides a full thermodynamic analysis of the results. Its one can obtain a full thermodynamic description ofconstruction does not involve the use of organic com- their native state and the intermediate states that ap-pounds, thus eliminating a source of baseline noise that

pear upon temperature-induced unfolding (1). For thishas affected previous calorimeters. The operational tem-
reason, the study of the heat capacity function of biolog-perature range of the instrument can be varied between
ical macromolecules, proteins, and nucleic acids and0 and 1207C. The gold capillary cells (operational volume
their complexes has generated a great deal of interest.0.8 ml) minimize temperature gradients in the heated/
The experimental determination of this function hascooled liquid sample and permit easy washing and re-
been extremely difficult, because it requires measure-loading without air bubbles. These features are crucial
ments of the heat capacity contribution of solute mole-for the accuracy of difference heat capacity measure-
cules in very dilute solutions, i.e., under conditions inments and determination of the absolute value of the par-
which the background heat capacity (solvent) largelytial heat capacity of solute molecules. The measurements

can be performed under an excess constant pressure (up exceeds that of the molecule under consideration. This
to 3 atm) to prevent formation of gas bubbles and boiling requires extremely precise instrumentation. To achieve
of aqueous solutions above 1007C. The noise level of the this goal superprecise heat capacity calorimeters have
recorded heating/cooling power difference is below 501 been developed. These instruments are now known as
1009 W (i.e., below 10 ncal/s) with a response half-time of differential scanning microcalorimeters.
5 s. The reproducibility of the baseline without refilling The first differential scanning microcalorimeters ap-
the capillary cells is on the order of 0.5 1 1006 W. Repro- peared in the mid sixties (2–4). Their sensitivity was
ducibility of the baseline upon refilling the cell is of the three orders of magnitude higher than that of existing
same order of magnitude. This provides an accuracy in instruments at that time (see for review 5–10). This
difference heat capacity determination on the order of qualitative increase of sensitivity was reached by a
10 mcal/7Krml at a heating rate of 17K/min. q 1995 Academic combination of various methods: differential measure-
Press, Inc.

ment, power compensation, continuous heating (scan-
ning in temperature), and complete thermal isolation
of the calorimetric cells (adiabatization). The most im-

The importance of the heat capacity function of tem- portant step for realization of high sensitivity consisted
perature, or its temperature integral, the enthalpy of the miniaturization of the measuring unit, the calori-

metric cells. This circumvented the problem of temper-
ature gradients in the continuously heated liquid and1 This work was supported by NIH Grant RR04328.
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In the first scanning microcalorimeters, the calori- third generation of scanning microcalorimeters. It
gained great popularity because of its ease of operation,metric cells were heated electrically by a constant

power. The twin cells were completely isolated from high sensitivity, and precision.
However, the DASM-4 instrument had some draw-the surroundings. In the instrument described by Pri-

valov et al. (2) adiabatization was achieved by using backs. With some solutions, the record of the first heat-
ing scan sometimes differed from the second one. Thishigh vacuum and a system of thermal screens (thermal

jacket) which closely followed the temperature of the irreproducibility seemed to be connected with some
surface effects caused by platinum which is known tocells. Therefore, those calorimeters could scan only up

in temperature (heating mode). After each measure- be a strong catalyst and active absorbent of hydrogen.
However, all attempts to replace platinum by goldment the cells had to be removed from the adiabatiza-

tion system, washed, reloaded with the new sample, failed because of the technological difficulties in con-
structing the cell from a pure gold capillary tube.and placed back inside the system. Since it is impossi-

ble to reload the cells with exactly the same amount of In the DASM-4, as in all previous precise scanning
microcalorimeters, the cell was heated with constantsample and completely restore the surroundings within

the adiabatization system, the baseline of the instru- power and was followed in temperature by the thermal
jacket (adiabatization system) in order to minimizement was not reproducible. Therefore, this instrument

was able to measure only sharp temperature heat ef- heat exchange with the environment. Therefore, the
heating rate of these instruments was not perfectlyfects (e.g., the heat of melting of nucleic acids, proteins,

and lipids) but not the absolute values of the partial constant and decreased upon increasing the heat capac-
ity of the cells with temperature. The measurement ofheat capacity of solute macromolecules.

The important step in the development of heat capac- the heat capacity in cooling scans was also a problem.
Cooling scans requires removal of energy from the cells.ity microcalorimetry involved the use of samples with

a consistent volume defined by the reaction cell itself In the DASM-4 this was achieved by shifting the tem-
perature of thermal jacket several degrees below theand not by the user measurement (11). This permitted

the construction of a calorimeter with a nonremovable cell temperature. The same method was used later in
other instruments, particularly Microcal-2.measuring block in which the calorimetric cells are

placed permanently inside the instrument. The cells The other defect of the DASM-4 is that the baseline
is not linear and that it changes with time. This waswere washed and reloaded through capillary tubes. The

baseline of this instrument was highly reproducible caused by the organic glues used to fix the thermosen-
sors and electric heaters and to insulate them electri-upon refilling of the cells. This made possible for the

first time the determination of the absolute values of cally from the calorimetric block. These organic materi-
als were used also in all previous microcalorimetricthe partial heat capacity of proteins and nucleic acids

in dilute aqueous solutions in a broad temperature instruments but did not present a problem due to their
lower sensitivity. Organic glues and organic electricrange (8,12). The instrument with a nonremovable ca-

lorimetric block appeared rather compact and techno- insulation need to be avoided in the design of instru-
ments with higher sensitivities. This task is, however,logically advanced. In the early seventies, the Bureau

of Biological Instrumentation of the Russian Academy not easy.
Here we describe a differential scanning calorimeterof Sciences started its serial production under the

trademark DASM-1M. in which all defects mentioned above are solved. In
addition, this instrument introduces a new principle ofThe next development in scanning microcalorimetry

involved the invention of the capillary calorimetric cell operation that permits both heating and cooling scans
with no difference in sensitivity and with outstanding(6). The main advantage of the capillary cell in compari-

son with the cylindrical one is in the smaller tempera- baseline reproducibility. By design and new capabili-
ties to be described below, it actually represents theture gradient inside the cell. It also permits raising

considerably the excess pressure and thus expanding next, fourth generation of scanning microcalorimeters.
the upper temperature range. Also important was that
capillary cells are much easier to wash and reload with-

THE PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE NEW DESIGN
out bubbles. The importance of the latter requirement
is clear because even microscopic gas bubbles can lead The main difference of the new instrument with all

previous ones resides in the implementation of theto significant errors in the determination of the abso-
lute value of the partial heat capacity of solute mole- heating/cooling process. In previous scanning microca-

lorimeters the cell is heated with constant power andcules in dilute solutions. In the late seventies, the Bu-
reau of Biological Instrumentation of the Russian is followed in temperature by the thermal jacket (adia-

batization system) in order to exclude heat exchange.Academy of Sciences started producing scanning micro-
calorimeters with platinum capillary cells under the In the new instrument, the thermal jacket plays a lead-

ing role in the heating and cooling of the cells (Fig. 1).trademark DASM-4. This instrument represented the
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log converters (5). Therefore, the cells (6,7) are heated
and cooled at any desired constant rate. However, for
practical reasons, the maximal heating rate of the new
instrument is set at 27K/min. The minimal heating rate
actually does not have a limit.

The other important feature of the new instrument
is that semiconductor thermobatteries are used as sen-
sors (8). Although semiconductors are much more effi-
cient that their bimetal counterparts, the trade-off is
that some properties of semiconductor thermobatteries
(heat conductivity and efficiency) are temperature de-
pendent. To avoid these problems, the power compen-
sation approach was used. The temperature difference
between the two cells measured by semiconductor ther-
mobattery (8) and amplified by signal amplifier (14) is
maintained near zero by applying appropriate power
difference using electric heaters (9,10) attached di-
rectly to the cell body and controlled by a feedback
control algorithm (12) and power compensation bridge
(15). This power difference is also recorded as the main
signal by the computer (13).

The use of semiconductor batteries as sensors re-FIG. 1. Block diagram of the new scanning microcalorimeter.
Dashed rectangle represents the components implemented in soft- quired a complete redesign in the construction of the
ware. 1, platinum thermometer; 2, temperature control block; 3, tem- calorimetric cells (Fig. 2). In the new instrument the
perature measuring circuit; 4, heating and cooling Peltier elements;
5, temperature control algorithm; 6 and 7, calorimetric cells; 8, ther-
mosensor; 9 and 10, power compensation heaters; 11, jacket; 12,
feedback control algorithm; 13, data file; 14, signal amplifier; 15,
power compensation bridge; 16, manostat; 17, pressure sensor; 18,
pressure gauge.

The idea of using the thermal jacket as the driving
heating force is not new in scanning calorimetry. It was
implemented before in various instruments (13,14). In
those instruments a massive copper jacket was heated
electrically with constant power and the cells heated
passively by the heat flow from the jacket. If the heat
capacity of the jacket is large and the heating power
significantly exceeds the heat exchange with the envi-
ronment, the temperature of the jacket will increase at
a rather constant rate; however, the rate of cooling will
be temperature dependent. Accordingly, this instru-
ment allowed measurements of difference heat effects
upon heating but not cooling.

In the instrument that we describe here (Fig. 1), the
thermal jacket (11) is heated and cooled at a constant
rate. The temperature of the jacket is controlled by the
computer using the reference voltage that is translated
directly to the temperature. The temperature control
circuit compares the reference voltage from the com-
puter with the voltage provided by the platinum ther-
mometer (1) and determines the power response for the
heating and cooling Peltier elements (4) necessary to
minimize the difference between the two voltages. As FIG. 2. The capillary calorimetric cells from solid blocks of gold
a result, the computer has a direct linear control of the with platinum inlet and outlet tubes and a semiconductor thermo-

sensor.temperature of the jacket via one of the digital to ana-
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cells are made from solid blocks of pure 24-karat gold.
The capillary channels are drilled inside each block
and connected sequentially to form a thorough tightly
packed capillary channel (Fig. 1). The inlet and outlet
of each capillary channel are both terminated in plati-
num tubes which end in the manostate to maintain
constant excess pressure. The sensors and balancing
heaters (resistors) are soldered on the surface of the
cells.

The heating of the cells is provided by the heat flow
through the platinum capillary tubes that are in ther-
mal contact with the jacket. The temperature of the
jacket is measured by the platinum thermometer and
is monitored by the computer. The excess pressure in
the manostat (16) is set by a piston and its magnitude,
measured by a piezoelectric sensor (17), is displayed by

FIG. 3. The recordings of the baselines at consecutive heating andthe computer monitor (18). The excess pressure of up cooling of the calorimetric cells refilled for each scan by the solvent
to 3 atm is sufficient to heat the aqueous solution up to (50 mM glycine buffer, pH 2.5). The deviation of recording at start
1307C without appearance of gas bubbles and boiling. indicates its correspondence to heating or cooling experiment.

In the ideal case the properties of the sample cell
and reference cell are absolutely identical. The ideal
instrument, filled with water in both cells, will yield solvent and, consequently, the partial heat capacity of
zero power baseline. Due to technological reasons, the solute. Our test using degassed water showed that the
ideal match between the two cells is impossible to baseline reproducibility upon refilling the cells is actu-
achieve. Differences between the cells result in differ- ally of the same order of magnitude as the reproducibil-
ences between the heating and cooling baselines. To ity obtained without refilling the cells. This provides
eliminate this problem an additional power difference an accuracy in the difference heat capacity determina-
must be provided to compensate for the differences in tion of Ç10 mcal/7K upon heating at a rate of 17K/min.
cell properties. This additional power is automatically The same reproducibility was found using protein solu-
calculated by the computer at the first calibration run tions (Figs. 4 and 5).
of the instrument and is applied during the heating The extensive heat absorption peak upon heating of
and cooling cycles. lysozyme corresponds to the heat of its thermal dena-

The instrument is incorporated in a single box with turation (unfolding). The peak of heat release upon
the computer. It does not require water supply and is cooling the same solution corresponds to the effect of
indifferent to normal variations in room temperature. its renaturation (refolding). For lysozyme at pH 2.5 this

process of unfolding/refolding is not completely revers-
ible. Therefore, the observed heat effects upon heatingSPECIFICATIONS OF THE INSTRUMENT
and cooling lysozyme solution are similar (although re-

The instrument is characterized by highly stable and verse) but not quite identical in magnitude. The shift
reproducible baselines as demonstrated by performing in the temperature of the maximum and the apparent
heating/cooling scans of buffer solutions that are com- broadening of the peak observed upon cooling are
monly used in the study of biological macromolecules. caused by the slower kinetics of refolding.
Figure 3 displays original recordings of consecutive
baselines obtained after refilling both cells with 50 mM

INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCEglycine buffer, pH 2.5. As indicated in the figure, the
noise level is less than 50 1 1009 W, i.e., Ç5 ncal/s The baseline. Although a differential scanning calo-

rimeter is designed for measuring the difference in heatat the response half-time of 5 s. Most important, the
difference between repeated scans obtained after evac- capacities of two liquids (solvent and solution), this

cannot be done by a single measurement in which oneuating, cleaning, and refilling the cells does not exceed
0.5 1 1006 W, i.e., 100 ncal/s. of the cells is loaded with one liquid (solvent) and the

other cell with the other liquid (solution) under study.For measurements of the absolute value of the par-
tial heat capacity of a solute, the most important in- For difference heat capacity determinations it is neces-

sary first to load both cells with solvent and to deter-strument specification is the reproducibility of re-
cordings upon refilling the cells with the same sample mine the baseline of the instrument over the entire

required temperature range (see Ref. 6). This baseline(6). This characteristic permits accurate measurements
of the difference in heat capacity between solution and is usually neither linear nor close to zero since it is
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where Cp(T)pr is the partial specific heat capacity of
protein at temperature T, m(T)pr is the mass of protein
which is in the calorimetric cell at temperature T, and
Dm(T)solv is the mass of the solvent displaced by pro-
teins in solution. The latter equals

Dm(T)solv Å m(T)pr[V(T)pr/V(T)solv]. [2]

Here V(T)pr is the partial specific volume of proteins at
temperature T and V(T)solv is that of the solvent. From
Eqs. [1] and [2] we obtain the partial specific heat ca-
pacity of the protein:

Cp(T)pr Å Cp(T)solv[V(T)pr/V(T)solv] [3]

0 DCapp
p (T)pr.sol/solv/m(T)pr .

FIG. 4. Three different scans of hen egg white lysozyme (20 mM The specific heat capacity of the solvent can be deter-
glycine buffer, pH 2.5, concentration of protein 2.17 mg/ml) superim- mined over the desired temperature range by the same
posed on top of each other. These scans were performed after cleaning method using as a reference pure water, the specificand refilling the calorimetric cell with different aliquots of the same

volume and heat capacity of which are well known. Asprotein solution. The cell was cleaned by 1 M formic acid washed by
distilled water. These experiments demonstrate the reproducibility for the operational volume of the calorimetric cell and
between scans after refilling. For the heating scans the average stan- the mass of protein in the cell at temperature T, they
dard deviation was 0.56 mW. For the cooling scan the average stan- can be calculated from their values at room tempera-
dard deviation was 1.07 mW. Also important to note is the noise

ture and known coefficients of thermal expansion oflevel on the order of 50 nW standard deviation. The variation in
the solution and cell material (see for details Ref. 6).the temperature of the peak is within 0.1K. The baseline of this

experiment is given in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the protein heat capacity de-
termined by the above equation is not strictly the par-
tial heat capacity since the latter is the value that is
obtained by extrapolation to an infinitely dilute solu-practically impossible to make two cells absolutely
tion. However, if we take into account that the proteinidentical. In the instrument described here the com-
concentration in the solution used for the scanning ca-puter analyzes this function during the calibration run,
lorimetric experiment is usually less than 1004 M andapproximates it by a polynomial, and determines the
this solution does not show any concentration depen-power necessary to compensate the deviation of base-
dence of the heat capacity, it becomes evident that theline from zero. Later, upon subsequent scanning this
value determined by Eq. [3] can be considered as acorrection power is automatically applied to the cells.

The resulting baseline is almost linear and close to
zero. The baseline obtained for the given solvent can
be automatically subtracted from the results of scan-
ning the solutions of studied solutes with the same
solvent. In that case the recorded deviation from zero
will correspond to the difference heat capacity between
the studied solution and solvent throughout the entire
temperature range.

Determination of the partial heat capacity of solute
molecule. The difference in heat capacity between a
solution containing a biological macromolecule and the
pure solvent is negative because the heat capacity of
the solution (Fig. 4) is smaller than the heat capacity
of the same volume of solvent (Fig. 3). For the observed
difference in heat capacity between the solution and
solvent we have

FIG. 5. Standard deviation of the three different scans of hen eggDCapp
p (T)pr.sol/solv

lysozymes (Fig. 3). Standard deviation was calculated for each point
on the temperature scale.Å Cp(T)prm(T)pr 0 Cp(T)solvDm(T)solv , [1]
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ics of those states (1,15–17). The experimental partial
heat capacity function can be analyzed in terms of Eq.
[5] without arbitrary baseline subtractions. An exam-
ple of this type of analysis is presented in Fig. 7. It
shows the calorimetrically determined heat capacity
function of lysozyme in the temperature range of its
temperature-induced transition to the denatured state
and the best approximation to this function assuming
that the denaturation process is a two-state transition.
Since the protein used in this experiment was highly
purified (the content of impurities less than 1% ac-
cording to electrophoretic test), the difference between
these two functions is an indication of the deviation of
a real process, lysozyme denaturation, from a two-state

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the partial heat capacity of transition. A precise fit between the measured and cal-lysozyme. Also shown are the approximations of the heat capacity
culated heat capacity functions is obtained if the pro-functions of the native and denatured state and the sigmoidal base-
cess is considered as a three-state transition. This devi-line that corresponds to the transition region. Inset shows the calori-

metric enthalpy DH, entropy DS, and transition temperature Tt. ation from two-state behavior is reflected in the ratio
of the calorimetric and van’t Hoff enthalpies. The en-
thalpy of the real process (which is usually called calo-
rimetric enthalpy) exceeds the enthalpy of its theoreti-partial heat capacity of protein in solution (see for de-

tails Ref. 6). The instrument mentioned here permits
accurate measurements of the absolute value of the
partial molar heat capacities of protein and other mac-
romolecules in a broad temperature range. The partial
heat capacity of lysozyme calculated from the calori-
metric recording given in Fig. 4 is presented in Fig. 6.

Deconvolution of the partial molar heat capacity.
Having a differential scanning calorimeter with the ca-
pability to measure accurately the partial molar heat
capacity of a macromolecule provides the opportunity
of applying statistical thermodynamic methods with-
out the need for ad hoc assumptions. From a rigorous
statistical thermodynamic point of view, the partial
molar heat capacity of a macromolecule is given by the
equation

CP Å CP,0 /
Ì
ÌT

(∑
N

iÅ1

PiDHi), [4]

where CP,0 is the partial molar heat capacity of the
reference state, usually the native state; DHi is the
relative enthalpy of state i, DHi Å Hi 0 H0 ; and Pi is
the population of state i. In Eq. [4], the summation
runs over all accessible states of the macromolecule.
Expanding Eq. [4], one obtains

CP Å CP,0 / ∑
N

iÅ1

DHi
ÌPi

ÌT
/ ∑

N

iÅ1

PiDCP,i, [5]

FIG. 7. Comparison of calorimetrically measured and calculated
transition heat capacity functions of lysozyme. The best approxima-where DCP,i is the relative heat capacity of state i.
tion using a two-state model is depicted (top) by a dashed line. TheEquation [5] provides a complete representation of the
experimental data and the fit to a three-state function are indistin-entire heat capacity function that can be analyzed to guishable (dashed line, bottom). The ratio between the calorimetric

provide information regarding the number of states and van’t Hoff enthalpies is 1.05. This deviation from unity is indica-
tive of the presence of intermediates during the thermal transition.populated during the transition and the thermodynam-
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tional baseline subtraction cannot be performed and
the calculated enthalpies, entropies, heat capacity
changes, and transition temperatures will be in error.
More importantly, a DSC instrument that is not accu-
rate enough for partial molar heat capacity determina-
tion will not detect the existence of such a situation,
resulting in serious interpretation errors.
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